Name of the Tool

COPAC

Home Page

Logo

URL

http://copac.jisc.ac.uk/

Subject

United Kingdom – Union list

Accessibility

Free

Language

English

Publisher

Jisc and RLUK (Research Libraries in the UK and Ireland)

Brief History

RLUK was founded in 1983 by seven university libraries (Cambridge,
Edinburgh, Glasgow, Leeds, London, Manchester and Oxford) and
initially operated under the name CURL (Consortium of Research
Libraries). During this time they sponsored some of the major free
online UK resources to support the research work, including: Copac, a
union catalogue of the holdings of over 60 UK national, academic, and
specialist libraries.

Scope and Coverage

Copac supports researchers and information professionals by enabling
them to search the catalogues of 90 libraries at once, including the

UK national libraries, University libraries, and specialist libraries.
Copac is formed by merging the online library catalogues of major UK
research libraries:
 members of the Research Libraries UK (RLUK), including the
British Library, the National Library of Scotland, and the
National Library of Wales / Llyfrgell Genedlaethol Cymru.
 Specialist research libraries, such as the National Art Library at
the V&A.
 Museum libraries, such as the library of the Natural History
Museum.
 Specialist databases, such as the Register of Preservation
Surrogates.
 Nationally important research collections held in academic
libraries, such as the Russian and East European Studies
collection at the University of Essex.
Latest update statistics:
As on 21November 2016##1,003,108 records from 25 contributors
included: 733,560 updates, 222,674 additions, 46,874 deletions.

Kind of Information

In Copac, each entry (hyperlinked title of journal) provides detail
bibliographic information including title, other title, publisher name,
publication year, physical description, ISBN, note, subjects, summary,
genre, language, direct link, format etc. An example is given below for
clear understanding.

Bibliographic information are given below for this particular entry

List of holding institutions are listed here. Example is given below for
the above mentioned entry.
Held:
1.
Glasgow University Printed
2.
Oxford University

Special Features

 Links to social networking sites like Facebook, Teitter, Google
plus etc.
 Contact option, feedback option present here for better service.
 Copac blog is available here.
 One can create their own account and upload their ohotograpph.
 Links to Jisc and RLUK website.
 FAQ present for proper information.

Arrangement Pattern

Under the option ‘Main search’ one can search the document by
alphabetical list of language and Copac members institutions. Examples
are given below.

Remarks

Researchers and librarians use Copac as a resource discovery tool to
help them find rare and unique research material and to verify
bibliographic information. Copac saves researchers time and avoids
duplication of effort.

Comparable Tools

 Worldcat ( https://www.worldcat.org/)
 IndCat: Online Union Catalogue of Indian Universities (
http://indcat.inflibnet.ac.in/)

Date of Access
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